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Executive   Summary   for   the   Council   of   Undergraduate   Deans 

 

 

 

Costs   associated   with   coursework   create   a   financial   burden   for   students   that   is 
experienced   most   acutely   by   those   with   low-income   backgrounds.   This   can   disincentivize 
low-income   students   from   taking   certain   classes   or   pursuing   certain   tracks   of   study.   There 
is   a   lack   of   awareness   among   faculty   across   all   four   undergraduate   schools   about   these 
non-tuition,   additional   costs.  

Penn   First,   SCUE   and   the   UA   believe   that   students   should   have   equal   access   to   all   courses, 
and   that   no   student   should   feel   unable   to   pursue   a   certain   educational   experience   or   be 
disadvantaged   in   a   course   simply   because   of   his   or   her   economic   background.   Once   a 
student   arrives   at   Penn,   that   student   should   be   able   and   encouraged   to   make   the   most   of 
what   a   Penn   education   has   to   offer.  

We   encourage   faculty   to   evaluate   what   costs   students   are   required   to   bear   in   order   to   take 
their   classes,   and   to   assess   if   there   are   ways   of   making   learning   resources,   materials,   and 
experiences   more   accessible   to   students   from   all   economic   backgrounds.   Increasing 
transparency   around   costs   associated   with   courses   before   registration,   generally 
decreasing   these   costs   where   possible,   and   working   with   financial   aid   to   assist   those   in 

 



need   with   these   costs   on   more   than   a   case-by-case   basis   will   make   a   huge   difference   for 
students.   We   really   appreciate   your   support   in   helping   increase   transparency   related   to 
course   costs   and   decreasing   the   costs   students   face   throughout   their   Penn   academic 
experience. 

Survey   Results 

A   survey   about   the   issue   of   course   costs   was   sent   by   email   to   all   students.   The   results, 
which   were   anonymous,   are   summarized   in   the   table   below.   We   cleaned   the   data   to   make 
sure   there   were   no   repeat   or   irrelevant   submissions. 

 

Number   of   Responses  560 

Took   course   with   fee(s)   that   they   WERE   aware   of   before   registering  46.1% 

Took   course   with   fee(s)   that   they   WERE   NOT   aware   of   before   registering  79.3% 

 

We   broke   the   issue   of   course   costs   into   those   that   students   were   aware   of   before 
registration,   and   those   that   were   unexpected   or   that   students   became   aware   of   after   the 
Advanced   Registration   period.   Course   costs   that   can   be   known   ahead   of   time   include   lab 
and   studio   fees,   textbook   and   material   costs,   and   certain   other   school   or   program-specific 
costs.   Course   costs   that   are   not   known   before   registration   include   transportation   off-site 
for   mandatory   field   trips   or   field   study,   textbooks,   online   course   codes,   and   other   programs 
or   materials.  

Common   costs   across   all   schools,   both   expected   and   unexpected,   were   for: 

● Lab,   studio   and   simulation   fees 

● Printing   costs,   especially   in   courses   where   computers   are   prohibited   and   so 
materials   must   be   printed   and   brought   to   class 

● Course   packs   (physical,   spiral   bound   aggregations   of   a   course’s   readings) 

● Online   access   codes   and   online   lab   notebooks 

● Subscription   fees 

● Entrance   fees   and   trips 

● Materials   for   fine   arts   classes,   nursing   classes,   and   architecture   classes 

 



Problems 
1. There   is   little   transparency   for   students   around   course   costs. 

a. Fees   that   students   were   not   aware   of   before   registering   are   largely   a   problem 
due   to   syllabi   not   being   listed   on   Penn   inTouch   during   the   registration 
period.   This   can   cause   stress   and   confusion   early   in   the   semester   when 
students   need   to   switch   classes   or   struggle   to   fund   their   expenses. 

b. It   is   more   difficult   for   low-income   students   to   work   with   their   financial   aid 
advisors   to   receive   assistance   in   covering   course   costs   if   they   do   not   know 
about   those   costs   ahead   of   time. 

2. There   is   no   review   process   for   professors   when   assigning   costs   associated   with   the 
courses   that   they   teach. 

a. Some   faculty   require   the   newest   version   of   a   textbook   every   semester   they 
teach   a   class,   even   if   the   textbook   content   has   not   changed   substantially.   This 
prevents   students   from   being   able   to   buy   used   textbooks   and   limits   their 
ability   to   resell   the   book. 

3. Student   Financial   Services   gets   involved   with   helping   cover   course   costs   on   a 
case-by-case   basis,   and   thus   the   level   of   aid   and   overall   experience   of   lower-income 
students   in   addressing   this   issue   varies   greatly. 

a. It   is   common   for   low-income   students   to   approach   Student   Financial 
Services   for   assistance   in   these   situations,   but   the   process   for   helping   these 
students   is   not   well   standardized   and   can   vary   from   advisor   to   advisor.   This   is 
stressful   and   confusing   for   students. 

b. Some   programs   have   higher   costs   (e.g.   STEM,   pre-med,   fine   arts,   Nursing) 
and   so   are   problematic   and   disincentivizing   for   low-income   students. 
Students   of   all   economic   backgrounds   can   feel   penalized   for,   or   discouraged 
from,   pursuing   tracks   that   are   associated   with   high   additional   costs. 

c. For   some   low-income   students,   high   opportunity   cost   drives   them   to   work 
extra   work-study   hours   as   opposed   to   going   to   office   hours   or   studying   for 
classes,   just   to   be   able   to   afford   the   high   out-of-pocket   cost   of   their   Penn 
education. 

4. New   students   lack   awareness   on   how   to   develop   a   personal   budget   in   order   to 
manage   course   costs. 

 

 



Recommendations 
1. To   increase   transparency   for   students,   we   recommend   that   syllabi   for   every   course 

are   uploaded   to   Penn   inTouch,   and   that   costs   associated   with   a   course   are   included 
clearly   on   the   syllabus.  

2. We   recommend   that   all   faculty   be   formally   directed   to   consider   out-of-pocket   costs 
for   students   in   their   courses   with   the   intent   of   determining   whether   there   is   a 
cheaper   alternative   that   can   be   offered.   This   will   encourage   mindfulness   around   the 
value   added   by   each   course   cost,   and   may   lead   to   faculty   independently   controlling 
these   costs.  

a. There   is   plenty   of   free   technology   available   that   provides   an   equal,   if   not 
superior,   learning   experience   for   students,   and   departments   should   push   the 
use   of   these   technologies   over   similar   ones   that   cost   money.   Examples   of   this 
are:   using   “Poll   Everywhere”   instead   of   clickers   to   track   attendance   and 
offering   on-paper   homework   options   as   an   alternative   to   Pearson   MyLab 
products.  

b. Where   possible,   we   encourage   professors   to   especially   consider   costs   that 
are   directly   tied   to   the   final   grade   that   a   student   will   receive,   where   no 
cheaper   alternative   exists.   We   understand   that   this   is   unavoidable   in   some 
departments,   especially   for   labs,   studios,   fieldwork   or   clinicals   where 
materials   and   travel   costs   are   essential   to   the   educational   experience. 
However,   we   encourage   each   faculty   member   to   carefully   consider   the 
educational   value   added   for   each   item   that   costs   additional   money   for 
students.   

c. We   discourage   any   practice   that   could   be   seen   as   “buying   a   grade”,   such   as 
field   trips   or   software   that   can   be   used   for   extra   credit.  

d. We   recommend   faculty   use   older   versions   of   textbooks   whenever   possible   so 
that   students   can   buy   cheaper   versions   of   textbooks   online   or   off   of   each 
other.   We   also   recommend   working   with   library   staff   to   ensure   that   copies   of 
all   assigned   textbooks   or   readings   are   available   on   campus. 

 

3. In   order   to   control   course   costs   in   the   future,   we   recommend   incorporating   a 
review   of   the   costs   associated   with   each   course   and   the   educational   value   they   add 
into   each   undergraduate   school’s   curriculum   review   process. 

a. We   recommend   that   the   Deans   of   each   undergraduate   school   report   back   to 
CUD   with   their   experiences   in   order   to   compile   best   practices   and   to   receive 
feedback. 

 



  

4. We   encourage   Student   Financial   Services   to   work   with   low-income   students   to 
create   a   systematic   way   to   address   non-tuition   academics-related   costs. 

a. We   encourage   SFS   to   offer   training   for   academic   advisors   on   what   policies 
are   in   place   for   specific   situations   order   to   standardize   best   practices.  

b. We   encourage   SFS   to   give   aid   proactively   rather   than   issue   refunds 
retroactively.   The   out-of-pocket   upfront   payments   for   programs   such   as   the 
Wharton   Industry   Exploration   Program   are   very   difficult   for   some   students 
to   afford,   and   creates   either   an   unfair   barrier   to   entry   or   undue   stress   when 
waiting   for   the   refund   to   arrive.  

5. Penn   First,   SCUE   and   the   UA   will   continue   to   collaborate   to   ease   the   transition   to 
Penn   for   new   low-income   students.   This   may   involve   creating   guides   and   resources 
to   assist   new   low-income   students   in   how   to   personally   budget   for   Penn,   work   with 
SFS,   and   ensure   that   all   academic   opportunities   are   accessible,   regardless   of   their 
economic   background.  

 

 

Presented   to   CUD   November   30,   2016 

 


